ServerDome is a best-in-class Data Center
design from a sustainability, Opex, Capex, and
TCO perspective. At the same time, it offers
concurrent maintainability and concurrent
scalability that provides incomparable flexibility.
“I’ve seen and been involved in designing
many data centers over the years. The
ServerDome is innovative, practical, and a
great solution for getting compute done
efficiently and effectively!”

- Peter Gross

Industry Leader with 30+ years of DC experience and recipient of the

DCD “Outstanding Contribution to the Industry” Award

“The ServerDome represents the latest in
sustainable, eco-friendly technology
designed to minimize the impact on the
environment and climate change while
providing a cost-effective solution for the
data center community."

--Steven Gunders

Founding Board Member and Former CEO of
Sustainability Accounting Standard Board
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 Highly Simplified Symmetrical & Modular Design based on Biomimicry – No unnecessary components (unnecessary
infrastructure and building materials are jettisoned from the design)
 Reflective Geodesic Aluminum Dome reduces radiant heat, provides hot exhaust air reservoir for recycle and/or heat
exchange, Maintenance free
 Reduced carbon footprint: recycled aluminum in the dome; flywheel energy storage vs batteries; lowest PUE & WUE
in the industry; free-air cooling; higher operating temperature resulting in reduced power consumption
 Operates within expanded ASHRAE temperature standards (59 - 89.6 Degree F cold aisle temperatures)
 Shortened airflow pathways & elimination of air ducts remove laminar flow frictional losses and reduces fan
horsepower requirements
 Vegetative bioswale around circumference of data center provides additional intake air filtration and cooling
 99% efficient UPS modules – lower energy consumption
 High-power density in a very small footprint – reduced land utilization
 Fan walls utilize 92% efficient ECPM motors and VFD Controls - velocity cones on air intakes improve airflow
combining to reduce power consumption
 European power standard (415Y/240 Volt) results in up to 5% savings in power distribution
 Elimination of lead-acid batteries for carry-through power eliminates maintenance, 3 to 5-yr replacement cycle and
Hazmat waste stream issues
 Utilizes 97% efficient harmonic mitigating power distribution transformers to reduce power & heat losses
 97% “Hot Aisle/Cold Aisle” containment generating proven energy savings
 Exhaust fans are eliminated by leveraging IT equipment internal fans and thermal buoyancy to exhaust hot air out the
top of dome
 Direct evaporative cooling running in 85% efficient bleed mode provides supplemental cooling when necessary
 Sensitive demand-based supply airflow algorithm provides hyper-efficient, cost-saving airflow
 High efficiency, high volume ductless air pathways provide free-air cooling for 25-40 kW equipment racks
 Hot exhaust is recycled for facility heating during cold weather
 Interior of data center and equipment cabinets are painted white for improved light dispersion reducing lighting energy
requirements
 Utilizes high efficiency motion activated LED lighting to reduce heat generation and reduce power consumption
 The ServerDome features ground-breaking “Concurrent Scalability.” That means additional power, cooling or rack
space may be added or reconfigured at any time without disrupting on-going services or operations thereby reducing
over-building Infrastructure, stranding idle resources, and wasting energy

TRUE GREEN and ULTRA-AGILE

 TIER 3 “Lights Out” Remotely Operated Facility with
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Concurrent Maintainability
Modular and Highly Scalable with Concurrent
Scalability
Free-air Design with ASHRAE Recommended
Operating Range
Operates Without Raised Floors, Chillers, CRAC
Units, Heaters, Ductwork, Exhaust fans, Humidifiers,
Dehumidifiers, UPS Storage Batteries
Extensively Modeled with CFD
Heterogeneous Equipment Accommodation
(equipment and power segregation not required)
Unique Geometry - Aluminum Geodesic Dome
(25,000 SF under the dome)
Building External - Slab-On-Grade; Diameter - 179ft;
Height - 48.5ft; Total Site Footprint - 40,000 SF (less
than 1 acre)
Seismic factor - 1.25
Internal - 11 IT Equipment Pods (spoke and wheel
configuration) White Space - 10,000 SF

 Rack Capacity - 166 52U Server Racks, 15










Racks/Pod (8,632 rack units equivalent to 205 42U
racks)
Power Distribution - User Configurable Busway,
240V, 3PH
IT Power – Scalable: 1.0 to 3.85 MW; Avg 23.7
kW/rack (40 kW/rack peak load); 350 kW Per Pod
Mechanical - 11 Supply Air Fan Walls with Integrated
Supplemental Evaporative Cooling, with an Airflow up
to 726,000 CFM with a Velocity Between 300420ft/min
Power Utilization Efficiency (PUE) Annualized at
1.13 – 1.17
Water Utilization Effectiveness (WUE)
0.1 – 0.2 L/kWh
N+1 Electrical & Mechanical Redundancy
N+1 Diesel Generators Emergency Power
Power Conditioning & Energy Storage - Static Double
Conversion UPS with Flywheel Storage (also
configurable with battery back-up)

